Panayotovich uses veto to stop motion for student benefit

A Student Senate motion seeking a half in appointment of two students to the Chancellor's Appeal Board has been vetoed by Sam Panayotovich, student body president.

According to Panayotovich, Paul Combs and Dan Kroencke will be appointed to the board.

Combs and Kroencke previously were energetically identified as Larry Bouda and Bill Green, who are members of a committee to form a new judiciary board.

"If the board is big, it's a help to students," Panayotovich said, "and as long as it is a benefit to them, it will be continued."

Dale Boortz, west side dorm senator, made the motion to withhold appointment at last week's Senate meeting.

He urged that the appeal board should be investigated, since a judiciary board had been passed last year by the senate to deal with the same matters.

Panayotovich said that persons who were involved in a military recruiter demonstration last spring were involved in this case and need this board.

One such person, Stu Phillips, thinks the board is a "fair deal for students," Panayotovich added. Phillips will speak to the senate on this issue Wednesday night according to the student body president.

Panayotovich also made public Monday the organization of a student discount program. The program has been set up with Tom Hirci heading it according to Panayotovich. The program will seek a discount on purchases made by students in local stores.

"We are waiting for President Morris to return to SIU," continued Panayotovich, so that a plan of action on the program can be formulated.

SIU enrollment figures surpass 30,000 mark

Enrollment at SIU's two campuses has climbed past the 30,000 mark.

Final fall term figures released Monday by SIU Registrar McGrath show 31,915 students in residence at the Carbondale and Edwardsville campuses, an increase of 4,125 over last fall.

SIU enrollment has more than tripled in the past 10 years. There were 10,418 students at SIU in the fall of 1968.

The current tabulation shows 11,576 students at Carbondale, 2,316 more than last year. The Edwardsville count is 10,337, a jump of 1,809 over fall of 1967. Over all, University enrollment is 14.8 percent higher than last fall.

McGrath said increases in the freshman class and Graduate School (1,360 and 340 respectively) are major factors in the total count.

Total Graduate School enrollment, 4,754, was characterized as a "question mark" by McGrath, because of changes in draft exemption status for graduate students. He said that "a heavier attrition than normal" probably will occur in graduate ranks during the school year.

Enrollment at the Vocational-Technical Institute at the Carbondale Campus is 1,357 (included in campus total).

Gus Bode

Gus says he had a pounding headache once, but it wasn't from football. It was just his girl's way of saying no.
Historians plandinner

The SIU History Club will hold its annual membership dinner at 6:30 p.m. Friday at the Lumber student Center, 700 S. University Ave. The dinner, consisting of ethnic African dishes, will be followed by a panel discussion by African students on the problems of African history.

A limited number of reservations are available at $1.50 per person. Tickets can be purchased at Room 302 A in Old Main or by reserving a seat with the club in care of the Department of History no later than Wed.

SIEU History majors are invited.

Internationals to have picnic

The International student services will host a picnic Saturday, May 3rd, 20XX. It will be at the Picnic Shelter at the Student Services Office. Woody Hall, may attend.

Further information may be obtained by calling the office at 423-571.

Gullick to speak to photographers

The SIU Photographers Society will meet at 6 p.m. Saturday, May 3rd, 20XX. in the minar Room of the Agriculture Building.

Dave Gullick, a photographer for the SIU News Post, will discuss photography. His pictures recently returned from assignments in the U.S. will be discussed.

The public is invited. Black and white, and color slides will be shown.

Literary math society

Pi Mu Epsilon, SIU Mathematics honorary society, will hold its first meeting of the fall quarter at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in Tech A-122. President John Smiles will speak of "Ramblings on the Left Bank with a Fixed Park in a Lattice."
Campus activities

Music Department: Children's concert, opera excerpt, 2 p.m., Shryock Auditorium.
International Relations Club: Public lecture, "Peace Keeping: The United Nations," Indar Rikhye, co-chair of the U.S. Emergency Force, speaker, 8 p.m., University Center Ballroom. informal discussion session available from 8 a.m.-12 noon after in Room 56, second floor University Center. Individual study counseling available from 8 a.m.-12 noon daily in Room 56, second floor University Center.

Sailing Club: Executive Board Meeting, 7:30 p.m., University Center Room D.
Angel Flight: Song practice, 7:30-9 p.m., Home Economics Auditorium.

Peace Committee meets tonight

Music Department: Children's concert, opera excerpt, 2 p.m., Shryock Auditorium.
International Relations Club: Public lecture, "Peace Keeping: The United Nations," Indar Rikhye, co-chair of the U.S. Emergency Force, speaker, 8 p.m., University Center Ballroom. informal discussion session available from 8 a.m.-12 noon daily in Room 56, second floor University Center. Individual study counseling available from 8 a.m.-12 noon daily in Room 56, second floor University Center.

Sailing Club: Executive Board Meeting, 7:30 p.m., University Center Room D.
Angel Flight: Song practice, 7:30-9 p.m., Home Economics Auditorium.

Party Headquarters For The Men & Women of SIU

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A NUT TO COME TO ABC
BUT CHECK WITH THIS LIST

SPANISH PEANUTS
SALTED CASHEWS
TOASTED PEANUTS
RED PISTACHIO NUTS
MACADAMIA NUTS
SUNFLOWER SEEDS

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
A Delicious Assortment of Lunch Meat Famous Favorites From all the World Over Excellent New & Old World Cheeses

COKES, COFFEE, MILK & SNACKS
ABC Also Has Delivery Service

Sohner's big deal gets you through 29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams, 52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sorry about that.

Sohner's big deal means you can write twice as long. Because you get the long writing. Sohner dollar ballpoint plus an extra long-writing, 49c refill free. All for just a dollar. How much do you think you can write? SHEAVER®

The world's longest-lasting dollar ballpoint pen

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY

The Good Ballpoint

SHEAVER

Free Special Offer
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Editorial

Whitney still hasn't found himself!

Although hampered with a past of irresponsible actions, student government is attaining a more responsible level this year. Led by Student Body President Sam Panayотович, student leaders have appointed a student representative of the student body as a whole and the Student Senate has yet to resolve this problem. Panayотович was elected last spring with 2,225 votes, which represented 60 per cent of the voting total. Two of the three candidates whom he defeated, Orrin Benn and Gary Krizoo, were active in his administration. Jerry Emke, unsuccessful candidate for vice-president, is Panayотович's administrative assistant.

The senate's action of revamping the Activities Programming Board and endorsing a student right's statement made by the American Association of University Professors is more responsible than passing a "Hot is Groovy" bill, for which last year's Senate must share the blame.

Chancellor Robert MacVicar and Dean of Students Wilbur Moulton have repeatedly called for more student participation in affairs which directly affect students. Perhaps now that student government leaders are more responsible, there will be a re-estabishment of communication with the administration.

W. Allen Manning

Public Forum

The Daily Iowan encourages free discussion of current issues through columns which express the opinions of the authors with. Readers are encouraged to express their opinions in letters which may be signed with name, address and student number. However, opinions must be no longer than 500 words. Letter writers should respect the general standards of good taste and are urged to make their points in terms of issues rather than personalities. Acceptance for publication is subject to the Editor's approval of the size and the form which best expresses the material. All correspondence submitted for publication is subject to the Editor's discretion.

To the Editor:

The Daily Iowan.

Phi Tau answers 'reader snubs'

To the Editor:

Mr. Harris asks, "What is it about being the oldest fraternity on campus? What is it about being 'traditional' that could possibly be appealing?" Well, Mr. Harris, we'll tell you about tradition. It's traditional at Phi Kappa Tau to raise $700 in our Line of Dimes for crippled children every year. It's tradition at Phi Kappa Tau to hold an orphan's party every year.

Also, Mr. Harris, it is another part of our tradition to hold rush every fall. According to our records, in October 1967, this traditional rush brought you out of our house. It is unfortunate if you did not pick us up at all, or you would now know what tradition is all about and what it is to have pride in the traditions of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, and the Greek system. It's tradition that got ten of our brothers out of bed in the middle of the night to answer an emergency call for blood from the Volunteer Blood Bank, which, by the way, Phi Kappa Tau started and which is now fully supported by all the social fraternities on this campus. Hundreds of pints of blood have been donated through this blood bank. It's traditional for the Theta Xi fraternity to put on the annual Theta Xi Variety Show, which has come to be recognized as one of the best variety shows on any college campus in the United States. This variety show also raises hundreds of dollars for the good of the campus community.

There's nothing wrong with believing in motherhood, apple pie and the American flag. At least, Mr. Harris, as you so eloquently phrased it, "Baby, I hope not."

Ken Ortiz
Phi Kappa Tau-treas.
L.F.C.-vice-pres.

Letter

Alumni declines 'card'

To the Editor:

Dear Mr. Smith:

Recently I received a letter from the class of 1948. They are asking for a second class gift from the alumni association. I am not sure what to do. The letter is signed by many former classmates.

Sincerely,

Bob Johnson
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All groups need expression

Unrepresented minority spells violence

By Liam D. Bergin
(The Times, London, England)

Even the greatest democratic country in the world today, the United States, finds it difficult to give expression to its minorities. So they clog up the streets with demonstrations and many of them, without leadership, are the prey to extremists.

America's democratic government, as the associate editor of the New York Times, James Reston, has said, "has never meant the absolute or unrestricted rule of the majority."

The founding fathers deliberately chose the federal system to give the numerous network of checks and balances, separate state legislatures and the judiciary. An issue could be popular with the majority and still be meaningful. It was popular in the United States for generations. Again, the simple majority rule could produce coercion. It is better to convince a minority which is responsible by giving it fair representation than to coerce it.

The trouble about minorities without representation is that they tend to go into the streets to coerce, to paralyze by strike and to interrupt the orderly processes of life in universities and factories. They are oppressed by manipulating majorities which have consolidated the power of an establishment that no longer wants to see the other man's point of view.

The lack of representation for the minority ultimately leads to violence—the sort of violence that we have recently seen in the police brutality in Detroit City, in Chicago and elsewhere.

"Majority tyranny is expressed" by repressive measures, curbs on the freedom of the press and free speech, those sensitive areas which can become the play-thing of a political monopoly.

Valid minorities that are shut out from participation in government eventually fall victim to demagogues who use freedom to destroy democracy.

The trouble about putting down minorities— as will happen if most people say YES to the straight vote—is that we are likely to have that majority of a hundred which a political scientist has accurately forecasted. Such a majority would certainly weaken democracy in a way in which we have never known this to happen before in Ireland.

Only last week the distinguished Washington journalist Mr. Stone suggested that the African system seemed to be in the process of breaking down. "This," said W.i. Stone, "is a bleak situation, we have a vast mass of unrepresented people. As result of this I think that there will be a very substantial 'stay-at-home' vote. One of the principal reasons for this is that there is no visible difference between the two major parties in the United States to-day.''

... need change

The keenest observers of affairs in the United States all agree that there must be a change which expresses the true and comprehensive voice of the people. Proportional representation—whatever faults it may have—does precisely this. Where you have absolute majorities we are tending more and more to get away from the participation of the people in government and the chasm between the ruled and the rulers becomes ever greater.

All dissent, under our strong government becomes a thorn in the flesh of the administration which, with tremendous power, it can afford to pluck out without compunction.

We need a numerically strong opposition to existing government. It does not matter what it comprises. In this day and age, we do not require an artificial polarization. We can do with two or even three parties and if there are independent deputies—so much the better.

In Ireland we like to vote for the man and not for the party. And the more power that people have in the choice of their candidate the better.

Under the present system we feel that we cannot do this. The straight vote would put the party before the man, and we need the human touch today more than ever as a Hedge against the party machine.

This is especially so as there are no violent issues dividing the nation, but there are subtle questions coming up. People are demanding a greater choice. They want more participation in democracy. Look at the situation in Czechoslovakia where it is Dubcek: the man who really wanted all the views to be represented and has been crushed by force, who commanded not only the army but even the affection of his own people of all classes.

Regard the United States where an appealing choice has been offered to the people through the party machinery.

... no liberals

In a country where protest is vocal and sophisticated there is not one liberal candidate. Involvement at the local level is growing stronger. In Scotland we have nationalist liberals and liberal nationalists. In Wales we have a nationalist party. But even the British liberals can only make an electoral gesture under the straight vote system with very little hope of getting into power. Under the straight vote it is small enough for the whole party as has been said, to be put into a few tens. People, in desperation, tend to abandon a justifiable minority when they see that minority has no chance of a voice in affairs of a country. They feel forced to choose from a two-party establishment. The formula is not a true democracy.

We should not advocate the return to a straight vote electoral system which gives up a choice between political tweedledum and tweedledee only.

... political eunuch

Who wants a hundred tame deputies in the Dail and an opposition forced of a scattered handful of forty? God knows, the quality of opposition is poor enough as it is, but it is better than having an overpowering government and an opposition reduced to fragments—a sort of impotent political eunuch.

The straight vote would knock the bottom out of one of the vital checks and balances which we still have, including the independence of the judiciary, the basis of the rule of law. If we want a good opposition we must retain PR—the system that gives us room to grow.

The straight vote is presented to us as a clean and surgical job, but when the electorate is awoken, the opposition is already dying. The possibility of a political transplant will diminish to vanishing point.
Marketing at IBM

"You help company presidents solve their information handling problems."

"It's a lot of responsibility. And if you need help, you always get it," says Earl Andrews. "Because your success is the company's success."

Earl earned his B.A. in Political Science in 1967. Today, he's a Marketing Representative with IBM, involved in the planning, selling and installation of data processing systems.

Earl joined IBM because he felt the career paths were very clearly marked, "You don't have to be a technical genius to fit the job. You get the training. Then on-the-job experience. Before you know it, you're out on your own."

**Works with top management**

Earl works mainly with small companies—distribution houses, manufacturers, printers, warehouses, electrical supply houses and similar organizations, "I deal with top management," he says, "It gives me a lot of satisfaction to realize that I'm trained to know what this president or that vice-president is trying to learn. I help him solve his information handling problems."

Earl's experience isn't unusual at IBM. There are many marketing and sales representatives who could tell you similar experiences. And they have many kinds of academic backgrounds—business, engineering, liberal arts, science.

They not only market data processing equipment as Earl does, but also IBM office products and information records systems. Many of the more technically inclined "IBM data processing Systems Engineers."

**Visit your placement office**

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send a letter or resume to Irv Pfeiffer, IBM, Dept. C, 100 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

**ON CAMPUS NOV. 5, 6**

*An Equal Opportunity Employer*
**Vampire bat FM topic**

The vampire bat and rabbits and the structure of the transfer of RNA are two of the topics to be discussed during BBC Science Magazine at 7 p.m., today on WSIU FM.

**San Miguel on TV**

The Secret of San Miguel will be featured on "Passport 8" at 8 p.m. today on WSHJ-TV.

Other programs:
- 12:30 p.m.: News Report
- 3:10 p.m.: Concert Hall

**Children’s concert to feature complete contemporary opera**

A complete short contemporary opera, "The Telephone" by Menotti, will be presented as a feature of a Children’s Concert Oct. 22 by SIU’s Opera Workshop.

Following this performance, the members of the workshop, which is directed by Marjorie Lawrence, former Metropolitan Opera dramatic soprano, will present selections from Verdi’s "Aida," "La Boheme" by Puccini, "The Witch’s Ride" from Humperdinck’s children’s opera, "Hansel and Gretel" and "Here Comes the Parade" from Bizet’s "Carmen."

The opera program is the first of three children’s concerts which SIU’s Department of Music will offer this year in cooperation with the Carbondale Morning Endeavor Club and University Extension Services for Jackson County elementary school students. The concerts will all be given in Shryock Auditorium, Certain time in 3 p.m.

**Silly Butterfly . . . Moo Burgers are for People**

**KUE & KAROM BILLIARD TOURNAMENT**

$100.00 In Prizes

First of Series is 14.1 Continuous Billiards

Open to SIU Students and Residents of Carbondale.

Elimination Starts in Nov.

Register Now $1.00 Fee

**KUE & KAROM BILLIARD CENTER**

North III. At Jackson

---

**Draft data to be mailed to boards**

Student copies of Selective Service enrollment certificates prepared for local draft boards have been mailed to all male students requesting them, according to Registrar Robert McGrath. Should an error be discovered on the certificate or if the student does not wish the information mailed, he must take the certificate to the Registrar’s Office no later than 6 p.m. Thursday. Otherwise, notices will be sent to the boards as they are.

Any student who wishes verification of his enrollment sent to his local draft board but does not receive a student copy should check with the Registrar’s Office.

**Fine Men’s Wear**

- *Cricketeer Clothes*
- *Arrow-Shirts*
- *Jonzon—Sweaters*
- *Hoggar—Levi-Slacks*
- *Florsheim—Shoes*

**Quality first—then speed**

**SETLEMOIR’S**

**SHOE REPAIR**

all work guaranteed

Across from the Varsity Theatre

**are your contact lenses more work than they’re worth?**

If you’re tired of using two or more separate solutions to take care of your contact lenses, we have the solution. It’s Lensine the all-purpose lens solution for complete contact lens care—cleaning, rinsing, preparing, soaking, and wearing.

Lensine exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine, a caring for contact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them with Lensine, from the Murine Company, Inc.
Homecoming activities

Queen to be chosen Wednesday

Election of the Homecoming queen and attendants will be Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at designated polling places on campus.

Ken Ortiz, co-chairman of publicity for Homecoming, said he didn't know where polling places would be located, but indicated the information would be available Tuesday.

The Homecoming queen will be crowned at 10:30 a.m., Nov. 27, during a dance at the Arena. Winners of the attendant titles will be announced Thursday or Friday, according to a spokesman from the Student Activities Office.

Candidates for Homecoming queen are: Fran Boshun, a junior from Roselle representing Delta Chi social fraternity; Shirley Wise, a senior from Locustown representing Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority; Maddy Yeudauk, a junior from Springfield representing University Park.

The candidates for attendants include: Sandra Baker, a sophomore from Robinson representing Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority; Debbie Joll, a freshman from Curo representing Delta Zeta social sorority; Betty Brown, a sophomore from Robinson representing University City; Carol Champion, a sophomore from San Diego, Calif., representing Thompson Point; Debbie Grady, a sophomore from Carbondale representing Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority; Jonny Honkans, a sophomore from Carbondale representing Thompson Point; Sue Husong, a sophomore from Hazelwood, Mo., representing University Park.

Diane Jones, a sophomore from Evanston representing Sigma Kappa sorority; Cynthia Jukes, a sophomore from Collinsville representing Alpha Phi Omega, service fraternity; Beckie Kimmel, a sophomore from Thompsonville representing the Baptist Student Center; Debbie Maxwell, a sophomore from Effingham representing Sigma Kappa social sorority; Clare Marshall, a sophomore from Aurora representing Egyptian Sands East; Dorothy Pearson, a sophomore from Chicago representing Brush Towers Complex; Ruth Semenrud, a sophomore from Paris, Ill., representing Delta Zeta social sorority; Marilyn Snyder, a sophomore from Danville representing Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority; and Barbara Sondag, a sophomore from White Bear Lake representing V.I.T.

IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to be a leader . . . courage to speak out . . . to point the way . . . to say “Follow Me!” In a crisis, it takes action to survive . . . the kind of decisive action that comes from a man of sound instinct, as well as intelligence.

If America is to survive this crisis . . . if the youth of America are to inherit a sane and even promising world, we must have courageous, constructive leadership. The kind of leadership that only George C. Wallace—of all Presidential candidates—has to offer. That's why young Americans who really think support Wallace.

Biggest eating value in town

A Big Shef, almost a meal in a sandwich . . . two juicy pure beef patties, melted Kraft cheese, Burger Chef's secret sauce, crisp lettuce, all served on a hot toasted bun. Who wouldn't brag about a good thing?

Big Shef only 45¢

NEW IMPORTED
CORTINA THE
Model "C"

FORD'S
BILL BANKS
FORD
Murphysboro, Ill. 684-3124
Open Til 8 p.m.
Only "Cortina" Dealer In Southern Illinois

JOY PROHPIRITY

Acroneuts. B.S. Several Excellent Oenings $800 T to P.D.
Auditors, Internal, Little Travel; Degree $7,000 Fee P.D.
Food Technologists, Chemist, Chem. Engineer,
Research Group to Help Set Up Process Salaries Open Fee P.D.
Sales, Degree, H.C. $600 Base; S. and M. $7,000.

<10,000 by the End of Year.
Management Trainees, Production, Rapid Advancement to
Management, Salaries Open. Fee P.D.
Ph.D in Organic, Physical Chemistry, Research to $15,000
Ph.D in Microbiology, Enzymes, Kinetics to $15,000
Ph.D. Electrochemistry, Research to $15,000

DOWNTOWN PERSONNEL INC.
103 S. Washington, Carbondale, 649-3363 - Register now.
Sat. 9 to 5:00
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Hanoi believed debating de-escalation

Washington (AP) — Communist leaders in Hanoi are believed to be in the final stages of debate on whether and how to accept U.S. terms for an end to the bombing of North Vietnam.

The agreement between Washington and Hanoi on a 30-hour local cease fire in the North Vietnamese city of Vinh to permit the safe return of 14 North Vietnamese soldiers could be a hopeful sign of some broader understanding to come.

U.S. officials discount any direct connection between the Vinh cease fire deal and the far greater issues involved in a bombing halt. But diplomats in Hanoi very likely intend some significance in its agreement to the Vinh suspension of hostilities at just this time.

A far more important reason advanced for cautious optimism about a de-escalation accord between the United States and North Vietnam is that North Vietnam has made such hesitations in its forces in the South. An estimated five divisions pulled out of South Vietnam since late September. Military authorities say the Communist units are probably being rested, reorganized and refitted but diplomats generally believe the marked pull in the fighting is much more important than that.

The day-by-day wait for some reply from Hanoi is putting a heavy strain on relations among the United States and its allies. But U.S. officials say there is a result of consultations already held on the steps to be taken if Hanoi agrees to limit the war and move the peace talks into the second stage.

A nervous and critical attitude is especially evident in Saigon where President Nguyen Van Thieu faces difficult problems of adjustment if the war suddenly begins to undergo radical change.

A Saigon press dispatch Monday quoted one high government official as saying: "The Americans are fighting a political campaign at home, not the war here."

Another minister took the doleful view that the U.S., efforts with Hanoi risk destroying what has been accomplished in the war. The Saigon curfew said that "for the first time we're really winning" and the government is building up popular support.

In Bangkok, Thailand, Prime Minister Thanon Kittikachorn declared the United States should agree to a complete end to the bombing of North Vietnam only when the Communists stop all military activity in South Vietnam. His price was much higher than any President Johnson is believed to have asked.

South Korea also is reported to have cautioned the Johnson administration against any weakening in its demand on Hanoi.

Among the indicators that a Hanoi decision may be imminent was the report over the weekend that Communist China had broadcast to its own people that Vietnam and the United States were engaged in peace talks in Paris and that reports in the West said the talk was deliberate.

The simplest explanation was that the Peking government was preparing for some new development of such importance that it could not be ignored.

President Johnson is said to have set no deadline on the proposals he made for de-escalation and advancing the peace talks. But well-informed officials believe that after dragging through the Paris talks for more than four months the leaders in Hanoi would not have moved so rapidly as they have recently to consider the whole range of bomb-halt issues, had they not intended to come to a prompt decision.

Nixon confident he will win popular vote in November

NEW YORK (AP) — Richard M. Nixon began the final two weeks of his White House campaign Monday with an assertion that Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey "now concedes that he cannot win the popular vote."

The Republican presidential nominee claimed that his Democratic rival had shown this by saying that he did not necessarily believe the popular vote winner should be automatically selected president and that the decision go to the House of Representatives.

Nixon said the only way Humphrey can win the presidency is if third party can
date George W. Wallace captures enough support to deadlock the Electoral College, thus sending the decision to the House.

Nixon said that is not going to happen.

David F. Low, Watchmaker
412 S. Illinois
Phone 457-4654

Expert
Watch, Clock And Jewelry
Repairing
Leather And Metal
- Watchbands
Will Also Special Order
Anything For You.

COLOR TV!

Watch your favorite shows
NOW at the Village Inn

* Laugh In (Mondays)
* Week End Sports
* The Olympics

And Don't Forget Our Entertainment Tues Sat

"Where Place Is Always In Good Taste"
Ph. 549-4012 Ph. 549-4012
1700 West Main

Sail over the edge, past the rim of darkness,
to where sounds blow free.

The STEVE MILLER BAND/SAILOR
Woods speaks at Convocation
Howard B. Woods, St. Louis, Monday discussed the racial in America.
(Photo by Dave Lunan)

Speaker advocates ‘economic power’

Economic power is the “name of the game,” according to Howard B. Woods, St. Louis newspaper publisher, who was guest lecturer at the Monday Convocation Series “Jews in Journalism.”

Woods, publisher of the St. Louis Sentinel, spoke to four hourly sessions in the Seminary Room of the Agriculture Building, answering questions from the audience and speaking on the racial situation and the black press in America.

Woods, who served as associate director of the United States Information Agency during 1963-67, said the black press—“and the black community in general—has been denied its fair share of economic power in the United States.”

Promises given the black press in the past by private business have never been fulfilled, he said, despite the fact that it offers a responsible voice for black Americans.

The white press “establishments” also was discussed at length. Speaking of the mass media, Woods said it is “sinning” in “creating new black leaders”—several of whom, in Woods’ opinion, have no substantial following.

The black publisher, whose Sentinel has a circulation of 13,000, said that the white press “will send reporters out to interview Cassius Clay—and other noted black athletes, questioning them on their ‘expertise’ on the complex issues of black-white relationships.” Woods said the opposite press technique—questioning white athletes on similar issues—is not the case, and condemned the practice.

Concerning the racial situation in general, Woods said there has been, in recent months, “an increasing and separate polarization” among blacks and white in America. He said that he “believes in the free enterprise system” and that he desires to work “within the system” to achieve meaningful social and economic change.

In addition to his distinguished newspaper and radio career, which includes service with the Chicago Defender and KMOX-C. B.S Radio in St. Louis, Woods also has served in a variety of governmental, civic and welfare positions.

Morris to celebrate 20 years as president

Deityte W. Morris will celebrate his 20th anniversary as StU President May 5. Plans for the observance are already underway.

The celebration of Morris’ inauguration includes a dinner program for as many as 1,000 persons and a presentation ceremony in the Arena afterwards.

A committee to plan the dinner has been formed of area civic officials and business and University leaders.

Robert W. MacVicar, Carbondale Chancellor; John S. Rendleman, Edwardsville Chancellor; Sam Panayotovich, student body president; Bob Odaniel, SIU Alumni Associate director; and Orrville Alexander, chairman of the Department of Government, represent StU on the committee.

Other members include: William Whiston, president, and Harry Weeks, executive director, Carbondale Chamber of Commerce; Barney Williams, Murphysboro Chamber of Commerce; Hill Brown, Marion Chamber of Commerce; LeoKos Brandon, Herrin Chamber of Commerce.

No council meeting set

The Carbondale City Council will not hold its regular meeting tonight because Mayor David Keene and City Manager William Norman are attending the International City Managers Association meeting in Detroit, Mich.

I’ve got this thing about clean.

So of course McDonald’s is my kind of place. I mean, look around! Everything here is kept so spotless. Inside and out. Believe me, McDonald’s is one of the cleanest places around. That’s why it’s my kind of place.

McDonald’s is your kind of place.

For Homecoming...

WE'RE NEW!

CALL US FOR ALL:
Types of Photography.
For Great Service
MARTY’S PHOTOGRAPHY
307 West Oak
Carbondale 540-1312

Billboard Center
Telephone 540-3778

We are the only one in town with this card!

This card is good for:
1. 1/2 hours Free game time
2. 1 hour after first hour of paid time
3. Any game. Your card & cash in

Guaranteed: valid, produce before use.

Billboard Center
104 W. Jackson
Carbondale, Illinois

Bears Of This Card Entitled To The Following:
From Oakton in completing this card

THE CABOOSE

For Men and Women
at the College Street railroad crossing

SIU Centennial to have forward look

In celebrating its centennial, Southern Illinois University plans to look forward not backward, Charles D. Tenney, vice chancellor of the university said recently.

Tenney, in an address before the board of trustees, said each proposed event in the five-year centennial period, 1969-1974, would be screened for its contribution to the theme, "The University as a Creative or Innovative Force in Society."

A Charter Day Convocation, commemorating the 100th anniversary of the legal creation of the University, will be held March 9, 1969, with a similar event closing the celebration July 2, 1974, in recognition of the date the institution opened its doors.

The convocation will be academic in nature, a recognition of the distinguished scholars, representatives of other educational institutions and of scholarly societies, will be invited to participate.

During the centennial, selected events will place attention on creative aspects of major areas of education, he said. These include: 1969-Teacher-training; 1970-Business and Agriculture; 1971-Science and Technology; 1972-Behavioral and Social Sciences; 1973-Expression and Communication (the humanities and fine arts); and 1974-Higher Education (including such fields as graduate studies, research, library facilities, and learning resources).

A graphic symbol to be used as an identifying mark on all centennial literature has been developed, and a musical fanfare theme is composed.

A Centennial Bookshelf series of publications will be issued in keeping with the general theme of the observance and a documentary history of the University will be compiled.

"Budget-wise, the impurity of the centennial events should arise out of ordinary operations of the University or its various divisions," Tenney said. "Special events and activities hopefully will receive special financing, perhaps through fund-raising activities of the SIU Foundation."

He mentioned one proposed activity, a program in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of the Indian philosopher, educator and social leader, Mahatma Gandhi, which coincides with the first year of the University centennial. Funds are already being sought by the foundation for this purpose from U.S. firms engaged in business relations with India, he said.

Among other projects under consideration which could be supported by such special financing are traveling exhibits, films, commissions for art and musical works, symposiums, visiting lecturers and endowed professorships, Tenney explained.

SIU slated to host consumer conclave

By Luaine Swanke

Laws and regulations governing drugs, credit and home furnishings will be the emphasis of the Consumer Problems Conference to be held Wednesday at SIU.

The conference, which is open to the general public, is sponsored by the Food and Drug Administration, SIU Department of Home and Family, Illinois Home Economics Association and the Cooperative Extension Service of the University of Illinois.

Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. in the Communications Building Theater. Those wishing to attend may park for 50 cents in the University Center parking lot. Free transportation will be provided to and from the Communications Building.

Eileen Quigley, dean of the School of Home Economics, will preside over the morning session, which begins at 10:30. David Schoenfield of the President's Committee on Consumer Affairs will deliver the keynote address.

The luncheon which begins at 11:30 and the afternoon speeches and workshops will be in the University Center Ballrooms.

Miss Mildred Nutall, assistant state leader of the Cooperative Extension Service, will preside over the afternoon session.

Carl Dalke, executive vice president of the Illinois Consumer Finance Association of Chicago, will present a talk entitled "Will the Real Consumer Please Stand Up."

"Drug Safety: Your Responsibility," is the title of the speech to be given by Samuel M. Hari, director of the Food and Drug Administration of the Chicago District.

A representative of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Division of the Department of Justice at Chicago will speak on "Pills, Potions and Powdered Drugs."

James S. Lamet of the Federal Trade Commission, Chicago region, will probe "Can Laws Against Deceptive Advertising Protect the Consumer?"

Mrs. Berenice Stein, an expert on upholstery fabrics who will speak. Workshop sessions will begin at 2:30 p.m.; Ralph Bell, with Dr. and Mrs. David P. Rich- son, Franklin-Williamson Bi-County Health Department, will preside at the workshop on drugs.

Harry W. Murch, secretary of the Carbon- dale Chamber of Commerce, will preside at the home furnishings workshop. Workshop reports will be presented to the conference at 3:30. The session will adjourn at 4 p.m.
Preliminary report on SIU Law School awaited

By Mariann Berry

SIU administrators are awaiting the preliminary report from the commission on legal education appointed by the State Board of Higher Education to propose a means by which needs for a law school at SIU might be met. According to a report submitted to the board by the university, some of these needs have already met.

As a comprehensive University, the report notes, SIU has good facilities and resources which constitute valuable assets for beginning law studies.

The report states: "The University Library has been for many years a depository of federal government documents and has acquired an outstanding collection of these materials." The University is also the recipient of some 12,000 volumes from the Jills and Public Bas te research th al:
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the third year may not be acceptable at another time. Establishing another law school in Illinois would insure more qualified students a chance to pursue their legal educations, the report concludes.

The essence of the proposed program is three years of intensive undergraduate education; subsequent years would constitute the law education proper. The first two years, which could be completed at a junior college, would consist of a general academic program similar to the one presently in effect at the University.

The third year would be a transitional period terminating in the selection of law school or completing of undergraduate work with a major in American law and government. Students with a satisfactory grade in the Law Admission Test would be guaranteed admission to the law school at the opening of the next regular session.

Gov. Samuel Shapiro already has approved establishment of a law school at SIU. Chancellor MacVicar has said that a preliminary report from the Higher Board is due sometime in November.
Rumor proven false, coeds breathe easier
By Cindy Slade

Psychologists interested in the origin and spread of rumors could have used SIU as a real-life example for study last week. The rumor was spread that Jean Dixon had predicted a mass murder in a midwestern university, in a town whose name begins with the letter "C" and in a sorority house.

The rumor was stopped when a reporter for the Daily Egyptian called Jean Dixon’s office and a secretary denied the prediction. Before the rumor was scotched, it became widespread, particularly among sorority members.

“One of our rushees told the girls in the house about the prediction,” said Jan Walker, Marion, a member of Sigma Kappa. “Some of us decided to search the house, looking everywhere, even under the beds and in the freezer for a prospective murderer. Then we called the Security Police, but the police said that ‘it was funny.’ That night we went to bed in groups of 10.”

According to Miss Walker, an Alpha Gamma Delta houseboy said he heard that half the girls living in the Tri Delta house at the University of Illinois, Champaign, had moved from the house because of the prediction.

As the rumor spread at SIU, non-sorority women picked up the idea that the murders might occur in private living quarters as well as in a sorority house. Rumor had it that Security Police were patrolling every floor in Neely, and May Smith residence halls.

The prediction of the mass murder seems to have spread simply by word of mouth. No newspaper or radio station appears to have printed or announced it. Paul McRoy, program director for WCIL, said the prediction had not been cleared in the daytime through UPL. “WCIL did nothing to propagate the rumor,” he said.

SIU’s newest group

Nepalese students organize
By Larry Haley

One of SIU’s newest student organizations is an association formed by 17 Nepalese students on the campus this fall.

Purpose of the new group is to promote intercultural relations with other international student groups and with American students, Eugene Lawler, special consultant to the Nepalese, explained.

Eligible of the students are attending SIU under a contract between the University and the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) for improvement of the Nepalese educational system. The remaining six are paying their own way, Lawler said.

Until recent years, Lawler continued, Nepal has been closed to the outside world and as a consequence the educational system is still in a "pioneer" era.

The Nepalese students are enrolled in various fields of education, especially vocational education, and are preparing to participate in educating Nepal. Vocational education is particularly important in Nepal because of the lack of skilled workers, Lawler explained.

Officers of the association are Yogendra Purush, president; Yogendra Singh, vice president; Bishnu Shihada, secretary; Rama Lamrakar, joint secretary; for cultural affairs, and Sarbhaguna Malla, treasurer.

Nepal is a small kingdom in the Himalaya mountains in southern central Asia. The population is approximately 10 million. About 90 per cent of the population work in agriculture.
By Barb Leebens

"Sometimes it disgusts me when I think about it," Tim McLain joked. "Here I am going to college racking my brains out while he (Denny, his brother) is out making all that money!"

Tim, a junior at SHU majoring in management shares several similar characteristics with his brother, Denny McLain, Detroit righthander. Both play the organ, both are pitchers, and both walk with the same confident stride. But Tim, who transferred to SHU from Thornton Junior College near his home in Harvey, is going to college- an opportunity his brother never had.

As a pitcher, Tim signed with the White Sox organization following his 1969 graduation from Joliet West High School in Markham. He spent his first year with the Sarasota, Fla farm team, winning six and dropping one, with an earned run average of 3.0. Things were going great for the younger McLain, who was transferred so into Appleton, WIS farm team the next year. He was cut from the team. He came involved in a car accident. With a whiplash and sprained tendons and ligaments in his neck, Tim found his pro pitching career temporarily curtailed.

"I had to know if I’ll return to spring training," Tim said, "I hadn’t pitched since that day."

I really like this school, and for the moment I’m sorry that I signed a pro contract as I would have liked to play college ball," Tim said. "On the other hand, I received a good deal of benefits from springing." An avid supporter of his brother, Tim went to all the World Series games. He was also able to see Denny win the 1968 and 1969 games in regular season action to become the first 30-game winner since 1945.

"Since I worked this summer for a trucking firm, I only got to see him pitch whenever he came to Chicago," Tim said.

Satchel Paige may coach for Braves

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)—The Atlanta Braves announced Monday that they are seeking waivers on pitcher Leroy "Satchel" Paige in order to make him a coach.

Paige, who is believed to be over 60, was signed by the Braves last summer so that he could gain the 158 days on a major league roster he needs to qualify for baseball's minimum pension. The pension may be earned as a manager, coach, player or trainer.

Braves Vice President Paul Richards said Paige will help out with Atlanta’s pitching staff and in the bullpen.
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Attention FRATERNITY and SORORITY members...
Hinton seeks seventh victory in Tennessee Invitational meet

The magic number is seven in a row for speedster Gerry Hinton, who won another one this week. By turning in a 1:41:4 time, he helped the Salukis squeeze by Western Illinois 26-29 at Macomb.

In doing so, Hinton, who broke the school mile course record of 1:55, unseated Western's only unde- feated runner, Brian Roberts, placed second.

The victory raised south Illinois' record to 7-1, bidding farewell to the lowest point in the series.

Southern runners finished fourth, fifth, seventh, and sixth. John Hohman, locked in at 20:41 for fourth place, did the 1-mile sprint in a 20:47 performance good enough for fifth.

Melvin Hobman was seventh for the Salukis with a 21:09 time. Bill Bakkenors placed eighth in 21:10.

The SIU cross country team will travel to Knoxville Saturday to participate in the Tennessee Invitational.

VTI captures league lead

VTI forged into first place in the Horizon League with a clean sweep over Chemistry last week. Guidance and Psychology rolled into solo polls, with the guidance team taking the victory over Plant Science, 5-4, in the semifinals.

Other league action

Cherry Pickers and Nickel Teachers traded over Mathematics and 2-1, respectively, and Rehabilitation and University Center rolled to a 2- point split.

Following Guidance and Psychology in the standings are Rehabilitation with a 7-5 record and Chemistry and Cherry Pickers with identical 6-6 records.

Announcements

Antone murders: grand openings, auditions, take tikes, our weekly electronics, and sport reviews. For all the latest news, check our announcements column. Let us know what's happening.
Towers said this drive "was the most beautiful thing I've ever been associated with in athletics. That's something I've always wanted to do, and we did it." With Hudspeth and Lanier providing the blocking when Quinn ran, and Hudspeth clearing the way for Lanier's rushes into the line, SIU ran 49 plays for 181 yards in the first half compared to Dayton's 16 plays and 35 yards. With 1:56 left in the game, Southern's Doug Hollinger raced for a touchdown on a 67-yard punt return. Trailing 19-16, SIU then sent Quinn off tackle behind Hudspeth for two yards on the final play.

They had nerve in going for two points and the win instead of kicking for a tie," Dayton coach John McKay said of the Salukis. "They showed there, in still room in this world for hustle and desire, kept telling people southern had no chance, and they did a lot of eyeball-to-eyeball proving it out there."

The Salukis' offense gained 233 yards to the Flyers' 213 yards, SIU rushed for 191 yards, whereas Dayton entered only 81 yards against a stubborn Saluki defense.

Quinn and Lanier led the Salukis' running attack with 89 and 53 yards respectively. Bradley and Ed Edelman each picked up 32 yards.

This was Dayton's homecoming, which added to Towers' pleasure. "This was bigger than last year's win over Tulsa because it came on the road before a big crowd." Whenever played well on the road, you know. Another thing, we didn't get any breaks out there, didn't come up with a lot of fundamentals and perceptions. We earned this one all the way," SIU, with a record of 2-2, is off to one of its finest years and has won two in a row, showing itself to be the longest winning streak in five years.

**Ex-Saluki Silas happy with trade**

By Virgil Kephart

With the New York Giants in second place in the National Football League last Sunday, former Illini-Pro tackle Sam Silas was asked the obvious question: Are you happy with your new blue- and-white uniform? Silas answered: "You bet I'm happy. It's great to be with a team that has promise."

In August when Sam phoned from training camp and said he had news and didn't know whether it was good or bad, I was a little worried," Mrs. Mary Silas at her Carbondale residence, said. "But Sam loves New York and the people seem to be crazy about him."

"I wasn't too surprised by the trade," said Sam. "In my opinion, the Cards had seen something inside of me other than a football player. What was distasteful to them was my character."

The image reflected represented a threat to them. A black man being something he should not be. They had trouble in trying to smuggle me out of the picture and waited for a chance."

The former standout at SIU was moved out of the picture in August when he was traded to New York for a 213-point exchange for a high 1970 draft choice.

The July 29 issue of Sports Illustrated featured a widely publicized article in which the b what Silas aired his views about the racial problem which existed on the St. L.

"Ever since I made the Pro-Bowl team in 1966, the problem had been coming to a head, I could see the handwriting on the wall, I said the sport, a four-inch, 225-pound defensive tackle."

"It had come to the point where I was going to make myself clear, either be heard or be killed," Mrs. Silas didn't think the trade was a result of the magazine article until one of the players who had supported the Negroes, Billy Gambrill, was traded to Detroit.

"People thought of Sam as an instigator, but he really wasn't," Mrs. Silas said.

"After the trade was completed, we found out the Giants had been after Sam for two seasons," she added. "So, when going to trade Earl Morrall (now with the Baltimore Colts) to St. Louis for Sam, the Cardinal regular quarterback Charlie Johnson was drafted into the army. But the Giants' back-up quarterback, Gary Wood, got hurt, and the trade fell through."

Mrs. Silas and their four children are in Carbondale, where they will continue to make their residence. After the season, Sam will share his time between finishing his doctorate at SIU and working for the school's counseling service.

Speaking by telephone from his New York apartment near Yankee Stadium, Sam was optimistic about the Giants.

"The team shows promise, because of talent, but mostly because of our closeness. This closeness will take us further than anything else. It helps to build a winning atmosphere."

While I'm here with New York, I will give them everything that I have. But if they decide to trade me, I will go and give whatever team that it is everything that I have, because that is all I know how to do."
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**Hudspeth plays wingback**

SIU ‘elephant group’ tramples Dayton

**By Dave Cooper**

How many college backfields have a 213-pound wingback and a 225-pound fullback? Well, SIU has such a combination against Dayton. SIU's "Elephant Group," composed of quarterback Jim McKay, fullback Huey Lib, 225 pounds, 225 pounds, or Wilbur Lanier, running back John Quillin, who lined up in the wing slot and was flanked by 270-pound wingback Bob Hudspeth, is an offensive tackle prior to this game, was behind in a blocking back in last week's practice session, and the surprise proved to be the deciding factor as Southern ripped Dayton 18-17 to spoil the Flyers' homecoming.

Quillin scored the winning touchdown behind the blocking of Hudspeth, the leader of the "Elephant backfield," an independent and especially designed for Dayton.

By using the "Elephant Group," SIU was able to control the ball throughout the first half.

The Salukis took the opening kickoff and six and a half minutes and 14 plays later were on the scoreboard when Mike Bradley booted a 35-yard field goal.

In the second quarter SIU cornerback Joe Bunge intercepted a flyer pass in the end zone and returned it to Southern's 27-yard line. Then 20 plays later, using 10 minutes, Mack carried on a 1-yard sneak.

Coach Dick Towers said that this drive "was the most beautiful thing I've ever been associated with in athletics. That's something I've always wanted to do, and we did it."

With Hudspeth and Lanier providing the blocking when Quillin ran, and Hudspeth clearing the way for Lanier's rushes into the line, SIU ran 49 plays for 181 yards in the first half compared to Dayton's 16 plays and 35 yards.

With 1:56 left in the game, Southern's Doug Hollinger raced for a touchdown on a 67-yard punt return. Trailing 19-16, SIU then sent Quillin off tackle behind Hudspeth for two yards on the final play.

"They had nerve in going for two points and the win instead of kicking for a tie," Dayton coach John McKay said of the Salukis. "They showed there, in still room in this world for hustle and desire, kept telling people southern had no chance, and they did a lot of eyeball-to-eyeball proving it out there."

The Salukis' offense gained 233 yards to the Flyers' 213 yards, SIU rushed for 191 yards, whereas Dayton entered only 81 yards against a stubborn Saluki defense.

Quillin and Lanier led the Salukis' running attack with 89 and 53 yards respectively. Bradley and Ed Edelman each picked up 32 yards.

This was Dayton's homecoming, which added to Towers' pleasure. "This was bigger than last year's win over Tulsa because it came on the road before a big crowd." Whenever played well on the road, you know. Another thing, we didn't get any breaks out there, didn't come up with a lot of fundamentals and perceptions. We earned this one all the way," SIU, with a record of 2-2, is off to one of its finest years and has won two in a row, showing itself to be the longest winning streak in five years.
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